Introduction

The unprecedented effect of COVID pandemic has shattered the health system globally and the worst effect has been observed in already fragile healthcare system in low- or middle-income nations (LMICS) like Nepal. The fear of contagion, stigmatization of COVID, social isolation and the compulsion of performing duty despite the adverse environment to attend patients has undeniably brought lots of stress and other mental health disorders in healthcare workers worldwide [1]. Several research reports on the prevalence of depression and anxiety on medical students and nursing students [2]. The nursing education has come a long way in Nepal. It has been not more than the five decades since the formal nursing education started in Nepal before which there was no single health institution involved in nursing or other medical education [3]. In Nepal, there are various categories of nursing education and the degrees are awarded accordingly. Among various categories, there are two formal nursing degrees.

1. The proficiency certificate level in nursing (PCL) or staff nurse which was started in 1999. PCL nursing is one of the prominent and popular disciplines within the Nursing profession. It is taught for 3 years and is accepted to the equivalence to the diploma in nursing internationally. The curriculum is designed with the purpose of producing middle level technical nursing workforce equipped with knowledge and skills related to the field of nursing to meet the demand of such workforce in the country to contribute in the national
economic and health development of Nepal. In total three years; the first-year course is focused on basic nursing care in hospital and in the community; foundation nursing practices; the second-year course is focused on preventive, promotive as well as therapeutic nursing care of sick adult and elderly individual as well as mentally ill individual. Similarly, the third-year course comprise of the pediatric, midwifery and gynecology as well as leadership and management.

2. The other popular nursing course is a four-year course and awarded as Bachelor of Science in nursing (B.Sc. Nursing). This program aims to prepare professional nurse with the highest possible technical and managerial competence in the level of health programs, including problem identification, planning, implementing, training, health education, evaluation, and research. This program is accepted equivalent to international BSc Nursing.

The low salary and excessive workload are the major issue in Nepal’s nursing profession, and no incentive even during the COVID pandemic while they are working at the frontlines. The average salary of a junior nurse is around $100 a month. With the bachelor’s degree, the pay could rise as high as $200, which is still a meagre amount in comparison to the developed nations. To get a nursing education, the expenditure on average involves paying $3000 for PCL and $12000 or more for B.Sc. Nursing (according to the admission section of a parent University).

Demand of nurses is another major issue in the country. The nurse to patient ratio should be proportional to the workload and nurses’ specialization [3]. This ratio is very low in Nepal. Usually 20-30 occupant (patients) in a unit is covered by only 1-2 nurses in most hospitals. Usually, they also must carry out non-nursing jobs which are time consuming and distract them from their work. Overload and overwork are one of the challenges facing nurses in Nepal. In addition to that, the increase in COVID infected patients and their visits to the hospital have added to the already exhaustive nursing work.

Anxiety and depression in nurses have been quite dreadful than perceived. Systematic reviews and meta-analyses published have indicated that the prevalence of anxiety and depression among medical students worldwide was as high as 28%, and suicidal ideation was around 11.1% [4-6]. There are not many papers that report on the prevalence of anxiety and depression selectively among nurses that are not students or interns but have already graduated and employed in hospitals [7]. Country wise, few papers published on depression symptoms in nurses indicate the prevalence of anxiety symptom from 18% to 40% in nurses in United States, 11% to 80% in Iranian nurses [8] 35% in Chinese nurses [9] while 41.2% in Australian nurses [10]. A survey done in Vietnam showed that the prevalence of depression and anxiety is higher than the prevalence of anxiety and depression in general population of that country [11,12]. The low socio-economic status, longer working period, uncertainty for the future and low earning than the counterparts working in abroad countries add the fuel to the fire of anxiety and depression.

Finding and addressing the depression in nursing profession should be given the priority as it may significantly impact the quality of care they provide to the consumers. In this study we have attempted to see the prevalence of anxiety and depression among nurses who are working in different hospitals in Nepal. Nurses regularly face a various types of stressors including longer work hours, meeting patient’s requirements, and the patient attendant’s expectations, besides lack of professional support [10]. The COVID pandemic has affected considerable portion of health care workers’ mood, sleep disturbances [13]. The depressed staff often exhibit low or irritable mood, difficulty focusing and as a result are accident prone and lower total work output and decreased efficiency [14,15]. The accurate measurement and identification of depression and anxiety is challenging because of frequent overlapping or co-occurrence of these conditions but it needs to be addressed.

Methods
Design
A cross-sectional non-probability purposive sampling with observational analysis in a cohort of Nepalese nurses working in different hospitals in the frontline during COVID pandemic.

Sample and setting
Nurses who were already employed and working in hospitals as a frontline medical staff for COVID-19 were included in the study. Data were collected using the different set of questionnaires (HAM-A, HAM-D and GAD) were used for the assessment of anxiety and depression. Rationale for the study was that we wanted to see the level of depression in employed nurses. Our assumption was that the nursing students are more vulnerable to depression as they are surrounded by stressful situations for example, uncertainty of getting infection, and uncertainty of materializing dreams as. We were also particular to selecting only those nurses who had no previous anxiety history in them or the family or family relatives. The trait anxiety was screened separately by a psychiatrist who was not in any way involved in this research. The level of anxiety and depression was based on the scores and their respective cutoff points. HAM-A consisted of mild, moderate, severe, grossly disabling depression, while GAD included as mild, moderate, and severe based on their scores, respectively. HAM-A is a checklist of self-answerable questionnaires that assist in evaluating each participant as to the degree of anxiety in pathological condition. It is one of the first rating scales developed to measure the severity of anxiety symptoms and is still widely used today in both clinical and research settings. HAM-A consists of 14 items, each defined by a series of symptoms. The total score range of 0-56, where
less than 17 indicated mild severity, 18-24 mild to moderate severity and 25-30 as moderate to severe [16]. GAD is also another easy to perform initial screening tool for generalized anxiety disorder. We have used GAD questionnaires, also called as GAD7 consisting of 7 elements and it is obtained by adding score for each question. The result was grouped according to the score achieved. From score 0-5 was grouped as mild anxiety, 6-10 as moderate anxiety, 11-15 as severe anxiety. Using a threshold of 10, it has shown fair amount of Sensitivity (> 89%) and Specificity (> 82%) [17]. Anxiety was measured using HAM-A, GAD 7and depression measured with HAM-D scales. HAM-D consisted of 21 questions among which if the participants are diagnosed as from none to severe anxiety according to the score, they get up to the 17th questions. HAM-A consists of 14 sets of questions and the score of < 17 denotes mild severity while > 25 denotes severe.

**Data collection and data analysis**

Data were collected from 64 clinically active nurses working as a frontliner (front line medical staff) in different hospitals in Nepal. The data were collected in 4 months duration (March-June 2020). This was the time when first wave of COVID cases was rising and COVID fear was on its peak. Many nurses resigned from their job or were barred from coming to work. Since we were very rigid about the selection and also due to the ongoing crisis, we were not able to collect many participants (n = 64). This study was a pilot study and the preliminary results would help us carry further research. Prior to inclusion, all participants were screened for chronic diseases including previously diagnosed clinical depression, or other mental health issues and were excluded from the study if found. The chronic disease was screened through the thorough physical exam and the history given by the participants. The personal history for the exclusion was chronic smoking habits (> 10 cigarettes per day), alcohol intake (more than 16 standard drinks per day). Data were entered and analyzed with SPSS (version 20). The descriptive statistical analysis was run through the data. The frequency was calculated using descriptive analysis and the association between different scales (HAM-A and GAD) and (HAM-D and GAD) was analyzed by using analysis of variance (ANOVA) one way. This study had obtained the institutional review board approval and all participants were well informed in written as well as in oral form. Their names were coded, and all other information were kept secret. The data was entered by one of the authors who was blinded to the participants. Only those participants were included who consented.

**Results**

Interestingly, only female pursue the career as a nurse in Nepal and hence our study consisted of only female sex. Hence, we could not show the gender difference in anxiety and depression in our study. The analysis was done. The analysis revealed that highest number of participants n = 34 (43.6%) were suffering from disabling anxiety according to HAM-A scale. Apart from that, n = 16 (20.5%) of participants had mild and n = 7 (9%) had severe anxiety (Table 1). None of our participants denied any anxiety. In GAD scoring, the analysis revealed that n = 20 (25.6%) of our participants suffered from moderate anxiety, while n = 3 (10.3%) had severe anxiety and n = 13 (16.7%) had mild anxiety (Table 2). Like the HAM-A scale, none of our GAD participants denied anxiety. There was a strong correlation between HAM-A and GAD as well as in HAM-D and GAD in our participants which was seen in ANOVA. The association between HAM-D and GAD had significant positive correlation (p = 0.016), and the association between HAM-A and GAD even showed stronger positive correlation (p = 0.008). Among the elements of HAM-D, strong significant (p = 0.00) was seen with anxiety (psychological) and anxiety (somatic), hypochondriasis.

**Table 1:** Frequency chart of anxiety category according to HAM-A.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anxiety</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mild Anxiety</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>20.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate Anxiety</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe Anxiety</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disabling Anxiety</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>43.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2:** Frequency table for type of anxiety for GAD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anxiety</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GAD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>25.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussion**

There several research papers published on anxiety and depression on general population but not many on working nurses. Among that, very scanty papers talk on depression and anxiety in nurses in low economic countries and that among the frontline health workers [13]. This paper is probably the first one to talk on the anxiety, depression among nurses during COVID pandemic. The frontline nurses experienced a variety of mental health challenges, especially burnout and fear, which warrant attention and support from policymakers as was seen in the report by a large scale study [18]. Nepal falls in a low and middle-income countries (LMICS) and the social anxiety disorder is much prevalent in these nations [19], yet only few literatures emphasize on the mental health issues in health workers especially on the nurses who work in hospital. In nurses who have graduated and employed in hospital, are expected to have comparatively lesser anxiety than the student group as they have no more exams or stress to graduate. Contrary to this belief, our study revealed that the anxiety and depression level is very prevalent in the employed nurses. Our finding agrees with the analysis done by Letvak, et al. and Mahraj, et al. in which they found that the hospital employed nurses have higher rates of depressive and anxiety symptoms [7,10]. Similar kind of result in our study could be mainly due to the poor working condition, low salary.
stress, dissatisfaction and frustrations of nurses towards their profession and causing anxiety and depression in Nepal. The ratio of patient to nurse is pitiful. Usually 20-30 admitted patients in a department unit is covered by only 1-2 nurses in most hospitals. Nurses are not only concerned with the nursing jobs, but they also must carry out non-nursing jobs which are time consuming and distract them from their work. Overload and overwork are one of the main challenges facing nurses in Nepal. The duty hours are very high (it is usually called double shift duty in Nepal in which nurses work from 7AM till 6PM). High number dissatisfaction and higher number of nurses migrating to foreign countries is prevalent in Nepal. Comparatively easier access to the foreign countries like Australia, UK with better working environment and higher salary with comparatively secured job are some main factors attracting nurses. As a result, recent data shows that in Nepal every 1 among 6 nurses successfully get the visa and migrate to other countries working as a nurse (applicants are many more.) On addition to these, highly stressful job, and low number of staff also could be the reason for anxiety and depression. High turnover, absenteeism, and lost productivity within the health workforce could amplify shortages and easily leave facilities understaffed and unable to meet patient demands, placing patients at risk [20]. The low job satisfaction is one of the reasons for the anxiety symptoms among working nurses as found in a study on German nurses [21]. Several researches have shown that poor mental health may lead to decrease in cognitive performances and ultimately resulting in inadequate performance [22] and thus there can be serious consequences to the situation where staff work under extreme anxiety and stress. There are some limitations in our study. A small representative sample and the homogeneity of gender (all females) are the main limitations of the study. Another limitation is that the study is a cross-sectional observational study design, and self-answerable questionnaire were used, which is very subjective and variable in understanding. We also could not perform comparative analysis that we could compare between pre and post pandemic situation. Thus, further research seems inevitable that would include larger sample and different other questionnaires with higher specificity. Homogeneity of gender is hard task to eliminate in Nepal are the requirement for nursing profession is that they must be female. Nevertheless, our study points out several important aspects of mental health in working nurses that need to be considered. Further research may benefit from larger sample, and longitudinal type of study as well as more elements to be included. A more comprehensive assessment of demographic, personal and work-related factors needs to be included as well. The reason behind not taking chronic smokers and heavy drinkers is that they are not allowed to work at hospital because nursing job is considered as very responsible and disciplined in health system.

Conclusion

Nursing is an indispensable part of our health care system. Patient care, hospitalization and other management rely heavily upon their ability to work optimally and without them it would be impossible to deliver the best possible care. Thus, the increasing anxiety depression among nurses cannot be afforded to ignore. The higher prevalence of anxiety depression among nurses as shown through our study is a witness of the fact that the working situation of nurses need to be considered in due time not only during the COVID pandemic. The anxiety among working nurses may not be totally preventable but the recognition of the problem would certainly bring many measures to curb it down. Thus, further bigger research is needed to help care for the well-being of nurses and minimize poor mental health in workplace. This study certainly calls for the policy makers to consider the situation and bring out any short term and long-term support strategies and interventions that would combat the psychological stress and exhaustion and thus improve the mental health of working nurses.
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